
Problem
From the invention of the wheel there have
been ongoing technology developments to
improve work and work-related collaboration.
Nowadays, modern automation technologies
under the aegis of Industry 4.0 in its turn
enable inter-connectivity to conventional
companies. This gives new possibilities
ushering in new affordances to: diversify
suppliers; virtualize teams beyond centralist
organizations and static partnerships;
streamline cumbersome and costly engineer-
to-order processes; improve transparency of
work needs; engage resources “just-in-time”;
and directly engage customers and intelligent
robots, alike, through co-production
processes.
Although, many technologies and tools
already exist, they become rarely adopted
by SME firms due to conservative long-term
business practices in contrast to those
envisioned by Industry 4.0. Currently, SMEs
lack mechanisms to minimize “stand-by” work
periods when their previous contract is
suspended or finished, and the new business
contract have not been started yet. In a
similar vein, firms lack ability to quickly ramp-
up production having new customer orders.
Approach to solve both inefficiencies depend
on supplier’s ability to collaborate on demand.
Following resource-based view (Barney,
1991), it impacts ways how firms exploit the
arising work opportunities with their own
resource/capabilities not involving required
composite partners. The unavailability to
exploit work opportunities leads to internal
inefficiencies and extra costs. Nowadays, in
responding to demand, organizations are
likely to use more resources than they have
to, while having proper sourcing partnerships
they won’t have to commit, such that the
many resources that otherwise they might
have spared that lead up to just-in-time
utilization of resources and better productivity
outputs.
We focus on the specific application domain:
European aerospace supply chains where
SMEs attempt to collaborate on demand for
delivery of customized modules such as
personalized seats, luxury belts and modern
lavatories for the leading European OEM
aircrafts. The fierce competition in this
industry implies that the passengers
experience plays a decisive role for aircraft
popularity and therefore the infrastructure
around passengers must be as convenient
and innovative as possible. Production of
such items requires collaboration across
European industries with innovative
manufacturers and start-ups (e.g. specialized
app developers, manufacturers of fancy
buckles for safety belts and multimedia
screens compliant with comfy anatomy chairs.
Thus, the raise of inter-connectivity between
suppliers revokes interest to virtual value
chains and ways how to remove collaboration
impediments from the industries.
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Goal & Approach
We aim:
• To reveal the hidden inefficiencies of

existing collaboration practices which
have not capitalized on new affordances
of interconnectivity;

• to rethink these inefficiencies through
Collaboration dimensions (Russel et al.,
2017) guiding towards resolution
potentials;

• To contribute in development of
Coordinative Theory that explains the
nature of modern interconnected
collaborative work (not included in poster).

This will allow us to answer an overarching
research question of this study: How the
future of work is impacted by inter-
connectivity (based on aerospace data)?

First, to develop the aerospace case study
(Yin 2003) we contact seventeen aerospace
suppliers regarding their business priorities
and impediments and apply thematic analysis
of their survey answers (Braun and Clarke,
2006) to formalize collaboration requirements.
Then, we map the recorded conventional
principles of suppliers work with the
envisioned collaborative work with an eye on
Industry 4.0 principles (Kagermann, 2013;
Smit et al 2015) that represents the vision on
work of the future. Thus, we discuss how
aerospace case study provides new
dimensions to coordinative theory.

Fig. 1 A conceptual framework 
The model for a business collaboration –
instant virtual organization – represent a
short-term partnership formed towards work
opportunity in the automotive industry
(Mehandjiev et al. 2010, ARUM, 2012). These
short-term and demand-driven structures rely
on external work coming from outside the
boundaries of a given enterprise and may (or
may not) be managed by a responsible party
within the enterprise. Commonly, governance
rules, inter-organizational processes, data
sharing standards are pre-defined in the
environment prepared for collaboration of
work (Camarinha-Matos et al., 2007), and
partners follow certain formation stages
(Grefen et al., 2009, cf. Fig. 1). Moreover, in
such settings partners are often obliged to
regularly attract work to these pre-defined
work groups, allow external monitoring and
inviting/replacing members.
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Collaboration
formation step [1]
/ inefficiency [2]

Collaboration dimensions [3] to be
realized in the aerospace industry

Identification of
Work /
unfit for existing
collaborative work
opportunities

Work Origin (WO) represents the whole
manufacture order or work activities
resulting from such an order if the work
group decides to switch partner(s).
Work Activity Purpose (WAP) the goal of
manufacture order (e.g. product or
service).

Community of
Members /
distrust towards
potential partners
and unreliability

Assignment strategy (AS) represents the
logic of matching of goals (WAP) to
suppliers.
Workgroup formation (WF) describes
procedure and rules for creating a virtual
enterprise (Fig.1).
Workgroup Dominion (WGD) Supplier
assignment (selection) criteria coming
from WO.
Workgroup Involvement (WI), the list of
company/ employee roles assigned for
required work

Compose a Team
/ effort for a
partner search and
new partner
contracting

Work Activity Fulfilment Orientation
(WAFO) represents operationalisation of
WAP into workflows.
Distribution Mechanism, (DM) uses
libraries of supplier services and algorithm
of distribution resolving dependences
between them.
Work item conduct (WIC), suppliers can
fulfil or assign the order.
Work item atomicity (WIA), product
ontologies for subdivision of Work.
Division time (DT) represents timing
defined in WO.
Selection criterion (SC) criteria for
selection workgroup members.
Participant status (PS) represents
procedure to select suppliers for a
specific work activity.
Participant reward (PR), how and when
suppliers are getting paid.
Participant choice (PC), variety of settings
if suppliers can reject the assigned work,
negotiate work conditions or must accept
the work.

Integrate
Processes /
variety of rules

Work communication schema (WCS),
workflow system installed on a digital
platform to communicate tasks to
suppliers

Link infrastructures 
/ no data sharing 
standards

Shared information (SI), data categories
required for “digital twins” - visual
representation of work done by work
participants (Negri et al., 2017).

Activate
Workgroup /
coordination of
collaborative work.

Commencement criterion, completion
criterion (CCC), expected time of fulfilling
WAP.
Work activity scheduling (WAS),
permissible execution sequences for sub-
divided work.
In-Group Coordination Strategy (IGCS),
how sub-divided work is coordinated by
lead supplier, much excluding physical
interaction.
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